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Ni-based superalloy Haynes 282 was developed as a gas turbine material for use in the ultra-supercritical (USC) stage of next-generation coal-fired power plants. Temperatures in the USC stage exceed 700°C during operation. Despite the important role of Haynes 282 in increasing the performance of high-pressure turbines, as a result of its high-temperature capability, there is little information on the microstructure, deformation mechanism, or mechanical properties of the cast condition of this alloy. In this study, we compared the creep properties of Haynes 282 cast alloy with those of its wrought alloy counterpart. The tensile test results of cast and wrought Haynes 282 alloys over the temperature range 25–800°C showed that the cast product exhibited significantly lower strength and ductility compared with the wrought product at all test temperatures. A creep test performed at 750°C showed only a slight difference in the rupture life of the two products. Based on the creep test results, the deformation mechanism is discussed.

1. Introduction

Haynes 282 alloy is a promising Ni-based superalloy for the gas turbines of next-generation coal-fired power plants operating in the ultra-supercritical (USC) stage at temperatures that exceed 700°C. This alloy, developed for extreme heat resistance by Haynes International, shows excellent strength at high temperatures, due to solid-solution strengthening and γ’-precipitation strengthening of its matrix. Compared with Waspaloy, a commonly used high-temperature alloy, Haynes 282, offers superior machinability and responds well to heat treatment, due to the lower fraction of the γ’-phase. Haynes 282 alloy has excellent creep strength, especially in the temperature range 649–927°C [1–3]. Although this alloy is used primarily as a wrought alloy, its cast form would be advantageous for power plant applications. Casings are one of many assemblies used in advanced-USC (A-USC) coal-fired power plants and are appropriate for use after casting without any plastic working.

In this study, to investigate the applicability of cast Haynes 282 alloy as a casing material, the alloy was fabricated using a permanent casting process. Cast and wrought alloy samples were heat-treated under the same conditions. The microstructures of the wrought and cast forms were analysed and compared. Tensile tests were performed over the temperature range 20–800°C, and creep tests were conducted at 750°C.

2. Methodology

Tensile test samples of the wrought alloy were machined from a Haynes 282 alloy plate produced by Haynes International. For the Haynes 282 cast alloy samples, a 260 × 260 × 300 mm³ tetragonal cylinder-type ingot (170 kg) was prepared via vacuum induction melting by a casting manufacturer. Table 1 lists the alloy composition of Haynes 282. The wrought and cast alloys were heat-treated by solution annealing at 1,121–1,177°C for 45 min, followed by water quenching and a consecutive two-step ageing process. The two-step ageing
treatment consisted of heat treatment at 1,010 °C for 2 h, followed by heat treatment at 788 °C for 8 h, for optimal distribution and size development of \( \gamma' \) precipitates [4]. The ageing treatments were followed by air cooling. Tensile-tested specimens of the wrought alloy were machined parallel to the longitudinal direction (gauge diameter: 6 mm; gauge length: 30 mm). The cast alloy specimens were machined from the centre part of the ingot to minimise the anisotropic effect of the cast microstructure. A room-temperature tensile test was conducted at a constant crosshead speed of 1.5 mm/min; tensile tests at higher temperatures (>200 °C) used a crosshead speed of 0.125 mm/min.

Creep experiments were conducted using a constant-load creep tester (lever ratio: 20 : 1) and a round specimen (gauge diameter: 6 mm; gauge length: 27 mm; grip diameter: 32 mm). The creep test was conducted in air at 750 °C over the stress range 300–400 MPa. The temperature was controlled within ±2 °C along the gauge length of the specimen during the creep test. Elongation of the creep specimens was monitored by an extensometer.

Metallographic sections, prepared using standard mechanical polishing procedures, were electrolytically etched in an \( \text{HNO}_3 : \text{H}_2\text{O} \) solution (volume ratio: 1 : 1). A thin foil for transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observation was fabricated with a thickness of 100 nm using a focused ion beam (FIB) instrument.

### 3. Results and Discussions

#### 3.1. Microstructure

Figure 1 shows optical microstructures of specimens after ageing treatment. The wrought alloy samples exhibited mostly equiaxed grains, with a size of 50–100 µm (Figure 1(a)), while the cast alloy specimens exhibited a dendritic structure (average thickness: 100 µm) (Figure 1(b)). Because the sample of cast alloy was sectioned from the centre region of the ingot, it was expected to have the equiaxed microstructure; however, the marked dendritic structure was attributed to the slow cooling rate during solidification. Several secondary phases were found in both microstructures, most of which appeared in the interdendritic region of the cast alloy specimen. These precipitates form after solution treatment following quenching. \( \gamma' \) precipitates were not visible in the optical micrographs due to their small size.

Figure 2 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the cast structure after ageing treatment, in which...
various phases were analysed via energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDS). The particles observed in the grain interiors and grain boundaries are MC-type carbides, such as (Ti,Mo)C; Cr-rich carbides (presumably M23C6) precipitated preferentially in interdendritic regions and grain boundaries. Matysiak et al. [5] investigated the cast microstructure of the same alloy and reported that the secondary phases were mostly (Mo/Cr)-rich carbide and the γ′-phase of (Ni, Ti)Al. They also reported that the γ′-phases precipitated as a round shape (size: 70 nm) in dendritic regions and as a cubic shape (size: 110 nm) in interdendritic regions. The volume fractions of the γ′-phase were 9.6% and 8.5% in the dendritic and interdendritic regions, respectively.

Notably, σ and (Ti,Mo)2SC phases were observed in the cast form of the alloy after permanent mould casting; these phases were thought to have formed during the slow solidification process. However, σ and (Ti,Mo)2SC phases were not observed in our specimens. We investigated the microstructure of the samples after a solutionisation treatment, following a two-step ageing treatment; thus, these phases likely dissolved during solutionisation. The small γ′-phase is not visible in Figure 2 due to insufficient magnification.

3.2. Tensile Test Results. Figure 3 shows stress-strain curves of wrought and cast Haynes 282 alloys based on tensile tests at room temperature. Each test was carried out five times under the same conditions; the results were highly reproducible. In the case of the wrought alloy, the tensile strength (TS) and elongation ranged from 1,010 to 1,035 MPa and 45–48%, respectively. In comparison, the cast alloy had a much lower strength of 460–475 MPa and an elongation of 1.5–1.8%. The cast alloy also exhibited brittle deformation behaviour with low ductility; this was attributed to microcracks and anisotropic and heterogeneous microstructures (e.g., segregation, coarse inclusions, and precipitates) that formed during solidification, as shown in Figure 1. These defects can be eliminated or minimised via hot working processes, such as forging and rolling, in the case of wrought alloy. Coarse inclusions, precipitates, and/or microcracks, at which stress concentrates, drastically reduce the strength and ductility of an alloy by generating fracture cracks in the early stages of loading.

Figure 4 shows the fracture surfaces of the cast and wrought alloys after the tensile tests. The wrought alloy (Figure 4(a)) shows a typical ductile fracture mode, with dimples over the entire fracture surface, whereas the cast alloy (Figure 4(b)) shows two fracture modes over areas consisting of dendritic and interdendritic regions. In the dendritic region, which has a relatively smooth fracture surface, fracture occurred as a result of shearing. In the interdendritic region, cleavage fracture occurred via the fracture of MC carbides and other secondary phase particles. Note the clear transgranular cleavage pattern with facet and flowery cleavages in Figure 4(c) at higher magnification. The dendritic region in Figure 4(c) is not a smooth surface; instead, the surface is covered with many tiny cavities, that is, traces of the γ′-phase in the grain interior.

Figure 5 shows the results of high-temperature tensile tests of cast Haynes 282 alloy compared with data for the same alloy under wrought conditions [1]. The high-temperature TS of the wrought alloy dropped sharply at 800°C due to thermal activation of dislocations. Under thermal stress, dislocations easily slipped past dislocations/γ′-precipitates, thus avoiding interaction with the dislocations. In contrast, the TS of the cast alloy sample was not affected significantly by the increase in temperature, showing only a slight reduction, and elongation increased markedly. The cast alloy exhibited brittle behaviour with much lower TS and elongation at both room temperature and high temperature, in contrast to the wrought alloy, which displayed ductile deformation behaviour. In the case of the cast alloy, microcracks generated during casting in the interdendritic region and large secondary phases grew rapidly under tensile stress. With increasing test temperatures up to 800°C, elongation of the cast alloy increased sharply from 1.5% to 12.2%. The fracture surface of the cast alloy tested at 800°C exhibited a partial dimple fracture, even in the interdendritic region, as shown in Figure 6. The transition from brittle to ductile mode was initiated by thermal activation of dislocations and the slower strain rate at high temperature. The strain rate at high temperature was 0.125 mm/min, which was much slower than at room temperature (1.5 mm/min). The initiation and/or propagation rate of cracks decreased at higher temperature, because the dislocation aggregation, concentrated at large secondary phases or inclusions, was easily relieved, resulting in partial ductile fracture of the cast alloy at 800°C.

Figure 5 also shows that the TS decreased with increasing test temperature up to 700°C and then inversely increased at temperatures between 700 and 750°C. This anomalous yield behaviour at intermediate temperatures was caused by the strengthening mechanism of γ′-precipitates in Ni-based superalloy [6, 7]. Takeuchi and Kuramoto [8] and Paidar et al. [9] reported that the flow stress increases with temperature due to thermally activated cross slip from the {111} primary slip plane to the {010} cross-slip plane.
3.3. Creep Results. Figure 7 shows the creep curves of cast Haynes 282 alloy at 750°C; all curves began directly with the secondary (stationary) stage, as opposed to starting with the usual primary creep stage. Figure 8 shows the creep rate curve of cast Haynes 282 alloy at 750°C; stationary and tertiary stages are clearly indicated. The tertiary stage occurred earlier than usual, with a short stationary creep stage. Sajjadi et al. [10] investigated a similar superalloy and reported that the increase in the creep rate was caused not by coarsening of the $\gamma'$-phase, but by the change in the $\gamma'$-shape from cuboidal to globular. However, the TEM images in
Figure 9 show homogeneously distributed $\gamma'$-particles with a globular shape in the cast alloy before creep, so the results of Sajjadi et al. [10] are not applicable to this study. The average size of the precipitates was 39 nm, which is smaller than that reported by Matysiak et al. [5] (70–110 nm), who investigated the same alloy directly after thin-walled wedge permanent casting in which coarsening of $\gamma'$-particles occurred. In this study, however, $\gamma'$-particles fully dissolved during solution treatment after casting; a dense precipitation of finely distributed $\gamma'$-particles formed during the two-step ageing treatment following by quenching. The creep test in this study was performed under relatively high stress, allowing dislocations to slip easily past small obstacles such as $\gamma'$-particles, which should have resulted in earlier softening and tertiary creep. The tensile stress of cast Haynes 282 alloy is 498 MPa at 750°C, and the melting temperature is 1,300–1,375°C; as such, the homologous temperature ($T/T_m$) would be 0.62–0.65. According to the Ashby deformation mechanism map [11], the main mechanisms for creep generation in this investigation were grain boundary diffusional creep.

Figure 10 shows creep rupture test results for cast Haynes 282 alloy compared to that of wrought alloy; the results for wrought alloy were taken from data provided by Haynes International [1]. The creep rupture lifetimes of cast and wrought alloys were similar, which is completely different from the results of the tensile tests. Microdefects, large inclusions, and/or secondary phases in the interdendritic region that markedly reduced the TS of cast alloy may not
affect creep rupture life. Haynes 282 alloy is strengthened by two mechanisms: solid-solution strengthening and precipitation strengthening. We used the same alloy and heat treatment to compare cast and wrought alloys. The density and size of $\gamma'$-particles were similar (Figure 9), which meant that the alloys responded in a similar manner to the two strengthening mechanisms with regard to creep strength. Under tensile testing, microdefects, large inclusions, and secondary phases, especially in the interdendritic region, could easily act as crack initiation sites via stress concentration; however, such defects did not affect the deformation mechanism during creep under much slower strain rates and lower stress.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show that the fracture surface of cast alloy crept under the highest stress of 400 MPa and fractured after the shortest lifetime of 27 h. Figures 11(c) and 11(d) show that the fracture surface of cast alloy crept under the lowest stress of 300 MPa and the longest lifetime of 624 h. Figure 11(a) shows that dendrites regularly grew in the longitudinal direction; cracks propagated in the interdendritic region or along the dendrite/interdendrite boundary. Cracks propagated along large secondary phases in the interdendritic region; thus, this region was more brittle than the dendritic region, as shown in Figure 11(b), magnified in Figure 11(a). The incompatibility of plastic flow between the two regions can manifest under creep stress, which should cause stress concentration at the dendrite/interdendritic boundary or in the interdendritic region where microcavities form and propagate. As indicated by the circle in the fractography image in Figure 11(b), a cleavage-type transcrysalline fracture appeared in the interdendritic region. The fracture behaviour of the sample crept under the lowest creep stress (300 MPa) and the longest lifetime (624 h) showed a completely different fracture mode. A smooth fracture surface is shown in Figure 11(c); at higher magnification, a large number of grain boundary cavities are evident (Figure 11(d)), which are associated with the intercrystalline fracture mode. The interdendritic region could not be distinguished from the dendritic region dissolved by diffusion during extended creep durations, resulting in a type of grain boundary formation. Cr-carbides and other secondary phases at the grain boundary act as initiation sites of creep cavities, and this is the typical deformation mode of Coble creep [12] via grain boundary diffusion and sliding. Coble reported that grain boundary diffusional creep can occur in the temperature range $T/T_m < 0.7$ and under intermediate creep stress; this effect is similar to our observations for creep stress lower than 380 MPa. Cavities can be
initiated at the site of grain boundary precipitates through grain boundary sliding and diffusion and propagate by interconnection. Such a fracture mode was also observed in the wrought alloy; however, the cast alloy showed distinctly lower TS and elongation than the wrought alloy, due to earlier crack formation generated at segregations, large secondary phases, and microdefects that remained after casting. The creep rupture strength of the cast alloy was similar to that of the wrought alloy, because such defects and segregations influencing the TS grew out of, or partially dissolved, during creep; thus, their effect was gradually eliminated. The creep deformation mechanism of both alloys during long-duration creep was the same as that of grain boundary diffusional creep; consequently, both alloys showed similar creep rupture strength.

4. Conclusion

(1) The TS and elongation of the cast Haynes 282 alloy were much lower than those of the wrought alloy over the test temperature range 25–800°C, because large particles and the heterogeneous microstructure between dendritic and interdendritic regions of the cast alloy caused earlier crack formation, leading to brittle fracture.

(2) The creep rupture strength of the cast alloy exhibited no difference to that of the wrought alloy, because the inhomogeneous microstructure of the cast alloy between dendritic and interdendritic regions contained secondary particles that dissolved during long-term creep. Creep deformation is caused by the same mechanism, such as grain boundary diffusion and/or grain boundary sliding.

(3) No interior defects were evident in the cast Haynes 282 alloy after casting; thus, the cast alloy can substitute for the wrought alloy under creep loading at 750°C.
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